
 

 
 
 
The IDLife DNA Nutrition and Fitness test - Once per lifetime. 
 
Yes, this DNA test is only needed to be taken once.  
 
Let your clients know because it’ll unlock a wealth of knowledge 
about their body. 
 



Okay, I’m going to give you the system steps right up front, then 
backfill with the details later. Cool? Let’s go... 
 

Step 1. 
Exclusively promote that you offer DNA Nutrition and Fitness testing to 
establish personalized programs. This will immediately differentiate 
you from other gyms and trainers. 
 
What other gyms right now do you know offer DNA testing to 
personalize their programs? You can be the first in your area and 
start promoting this fact to your clients and on your social media by 
tonight! 
 

Step 2. 
Have them take the ID Assessment online - This let’s our system 
provide nutritional recommendations based on their responses. This 
technology takes into consideration what medications they’re 
currently taking, their dietary habits, allergies, and much more! 
 
Other gyms don’t offer this, but you will! 
 

Step 3. 
Setup a Strategy Session with the client/member who purchases the 
DNA Kit. By the way, this kit currently includes a $100 coupon towards 
their personalized vitamins they have recommended (Step 2).  
 



This strategy session (or consultation) should be set up after they 
receive their DNA results report - typically 3-4 weeks after they submit 
their DNA sample kit. 
 
This strategy session reinforces that the program you are providing 
them is personalized because you take into account their genetics. 
 
The DNA report displays easy-to-read solid data and it’s not general 
information based on the masses. Again, it’s a report based on their 
own genetic profile. This is powerful and this is where our industry is 
headed. 
 
So with the DNA report, you as their coach/trainer will review with 
them what it says about their genetics and personalize their program 
for them, or adjust what they’re currently doing based on this 
genetic information. 
 

Step 4. 
Repeat this process with another client, nurture the system, and 
follow up with clients to recommend additional supplements only if 
needed (or wanted, like Pre and Post workout, Energy, Power 
Couple, etc.) 
 
Alternative option: Hold a seminar at your gym (if you’re local to me 
in Birmingham, AL or surrounding areas, myself or someone on my 
team can help). Use the seminar to talk to a larger group of people 
instead of 1-to-1.  
 
DNA testing is the future in our industry. You’re going to see and hear 
about it much, much more.  
 



So why not be on the front end of this growth trend and reap the 
benefits of being an early adopter and adding value to your clients 
while earning an extra paycheck? 
 

 
 
Different is better than better. 
 
Being able to offer DNA testing to your audience and using that info 
to create a personalized program will set you apart from all the 
“noise” of other gyms. 
 

How Do I Get Paid? 
Again, I’m going to get right to it and then backfill with more details 
in a bit, okay? 
 



Sell the initial DNA testing kit (currently $249) and you get paid $75. 
 
Then, when your client purchases this (their monthly personalized 
vitamins), 

 
you get 20-30% in retail commissions. We have a full line of 
supplements ranging from pre-workout, hydration, sleep strips, 
energy, shakes, and more… you still get 20-30% in retail commissions. 
 



Example: Let’s say an average monthly personalized vitamin order 
(in our company, it’s known as IDNutrition) plus any other additional 
supplements is $80. (My average customer orders are a bit closer to 
$100.) 
 
Then let’s say you’re at the 25% commission level. $80 x 25% = $20. 
 
And now in our example let’s say you build up to 50 members and 
clients taking their IDNutrition. 
 
50 x $20 = $1000/month. 
 
And get this… there are 9 additional ways to get paid - mainly in the 
form of bonuses as you grow and build your business and hit 
benchmarks. 

 
By the way, the company 
pays you weekly and 
monthly. I’ve chosen to 
get paid through a 
prepaid card so it’s easy 
and instant access to my 
earnings. 
 
You can also choose to 
push the money straight to 
your bank account. It’s 
completely up to you. 
 
 
 

If you’re a gym owner, and especially if you have trainers working for 
you, this opportunity is a no-brainer. (You’ll get paid on their sales.) 



Because you can bring your trainers on as associates selling DNA kits 
and supplements so they make money (and create an extra 
revenue stream for themselves), while you make money as well 
based on their sales. It adds up over time. 
 
And if you’re a solopreneur trainer, it’s still a no-brainer. Why? 
 
Leverage. 
 
Initiate the work once, then nurture the system. 
 
By nurturing the system, you provide great service and guidance to 
your clients (as I’m sure you’re already doing), and in return you 
have happy clients purchasing their supplements on a monthly basis 
because they know you, like you, and trust you with their fitness and 
health. 
 
Now let’s look at this from a business model standpoint. 
 
I like to use the acronym DARES when I do consulting with business 
owners. 
 

Digital - Though the supplements are physical products, the 

marketing, engagement, and sales can all be done digitally through 
your phone! 

Automated - Ordering is fully automated online. 

Recurring - Our supplements can be put on scheduled delivery, so 

your clients don’t have to remember to order each month. 



Evergreen - Supplements aren’t going to go out of style - ever! 

Scalable - Absolutely scalable. And that’s the core beauty of this 

business. Yes, we have a game-changing product with our DNA 
testing, but the opportunity to scale this business is real and I want to 
share it with like-minded business owners. 
 
But don’t take my word for it… I could put you in touch with some of 
my senior team members who are just several months ahead of me 
who are already doing this full time and/or are creeping in on having 
their paychecks equal that of their gym salaries or day jobs. 
 
Ultimately, the choice to move forward is up to you and how you 
view yourself doing in this business.  
 
The cash outlay to start is miniscule compared to missing out on this 
genuine opportunity to plug this system into your existing fitness 
business and create an extra paycheck each month (that you can 
continually grow). 
 



 
Let’s simplify… 
 

1. Get clients to order DNA kit and send their sample in. 
2. Have them fill out the online health assessment so our system 

can personalize and recommend vitamins. 
3. Once they receive their DNA report, schedule a strategy 

session with them. It’s just like any 1-to-1 session, but this time 
you’re armed with undeniable info about their genetics. 

 
 
 



 
You, as the expert and their 
coach, will go over this 
information (data) with them 
and provide your professional 
guidance using the 
information from the DNA 
report that they’ll receive (in a 
PDF file). 
 
This DNA report displays easy 
to read solid data - it’s not 
information based on the 
masses.  

 
It’s a report based on their own genetic profile. 
 
Now think of this process as a 3-step system, and the 4th step is to 
repeat and continue nurturing existing clients. 
 
And the way to scale this is simple too… 
 
Get your trainers involved doing the same thing using this system. 
They get paid. You get paid. That’s leverage. 
 
Look, DNA based nutrition and fitness is the future in our business. 
Companies like 23andme, ISSA, and even Jenny Craig, are moving 
into the DNA space. 
 
So why not be at the forefront of it all? 
 
And reap the benefits of being an early-adopter and pioneer in this 
emerging DNA nutrition and fitness space. 



Below you’ll find an example page from my own DNA report. 
 
This one is on Muscle Performance.  
 
There are 23 genetic markers tested, and I’m going to show you a 
few more, but let’s just start with Muscle Performance. 
 
 
 

 
 



Each page in the report has a similar format to this.  
 
Here’s Aerobic Potential. You can see in the orange colored block 
that it tells which genes were tested along with some background 
information on that particular gene or genes. 
 

 

 
 
 
 



And here’s an example of Recovery and the potential for the 
susceptibility of someone getting DOMS (delayed onset muscle 
soreness). 

 
From these examples so far, can you see the value the DNA report 
provides and how you can market that?  

 

 
 
Let me show you a couple more examples... 
 



This one is on Cholesterol Response.  
 
Yes, it’s absolutely true that genetics play a role in cholesterol, and 
this page gives insight to that.  
 
If you have an older clientele base or as your clients get older, their 
focus on overall health becomes even more of a priority. 
 
 

 



And here’s the game-changer. If any of your clients or members are 
on a low-carb or keto diet, our DNA kit tests for the MTHFR gene. 
 
In a nutshell, if you have a variant or mutation of this gene, you lack 
the enzymatic activity needed to convert folate into its active form - 
methyl folate. Methyl folate is essential for a process called 
methylation, which is a metabolic process occurring in every cell of 
our body.  
 
Some symptoms of having this MTHFR gene mutation may be: 
fatigue, brain fog, depressed mood, migraines among others. 
 

 
 



Google MTHFR and you’ll see a lot of info on this and how it relates to 
health. It’s cutting edge and we test for the MTHFR gene in our DNA 
kit. 

What’s next? 
If what I’ve shown you excites you and motivates you, become an 
associate on my team so you can be promoting and marketing this 
by tonight! (We don’t waste time.) 
 
Text me before or after you enroll, so I can give you the proper 
onboarding and get you set up for success, and introduce you to my 
team (we have private Facebook Groups and Messenger for most of 
our communications). 
 
I will teach you our marketing, advise you on strategy, and help you 
make your first sale! 
 
205-396-4523 
richard@gymboost.io 
 

 
 
 

Click to get started now! 

https://rigorous.idlife.com/enrollment/packs
https://rigorous.idlife.com/enrollment/packs
https://rigorous.idlife.com/enrollment/packs

